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About This Game

In NaziShoot, you play as a soldier trapped behind enemy lines.Your objective is to kill Nazis and uncover their plans.

Conserve your ammo, get them plans, and most importantly, shoot nazis.

Features:

• FPS: NaziShoot is a first person shooter

• Classic Guns: Kar98, Mp40, Luger, Thompson, Panzerfaust and more

• Levels: Fight nazis in the city,beach and even at night

• Save/Load: You can save and load the game

• Nazi Plans: Your objective in each level
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Title: NaziShoot
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
EcoShooter
Publisher:
EcoShooter
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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roseanne nazi shot. nazi shooting baby

It's a fun game for the first few hours but then it's not really a game you enjoy replaying. It's very good.

Decoding the ancient language is a delight. The characters are well written and engaging, and I get the impression that there's
more variety in them than I saw in a single playthrough.

It's also a very odd game.

It's not exactly that the game breaks "the rules". It's more like the game doesn't recognise that there ARE rules. In a way, it feels
like it belongs to an earlier age, when new genres were being forged. I don't think this is the product of accident or naivete. It
reminds me of experimental games like Trinity (1986) and Blue Ice (1996), though it's a great deal more accessible than either.

It's not completely perfect.

I started playing before the first patch came out, and there were plenty of quirks and janks and gremlins along the way. I gladly
forgave most of them, though. The design may be bold, occasionally disconcerting and elliptical... but the heart of the game is
just good, straightforward storytelling. And it does that really well.. I dont reccomend it for your main animation software
somehow many bugs in timeline like you can copy the keyframes but you can't paste it. if it happens you should restart the
program.
another problem appears if you want to add new bones and image slot somehow if there already some keyframes it will not
detect as you want, you must re-setup your animation because they need to read to all keyframes that you already made.

its fair for the price but my opinion take another software like Spine or Live2D you wont get any stressed from making the
animation. Looks good, but you get tired of it very fast. So it isnt worth all that money.. what is stage 7 and why. Buggy, but fun
if you need a laugh or two.. Only nine holes at the moment which take about 20 minutes to beat. Solid control system and worth
the $3.

I look forward to more holes and a custom map editor that the developer has mentioned is on their to-do list.. Worst game I have
evr played. Glad the uninstall button works fine though.. Well, this is still quite good and funny game for its' age.

Pros
+ Funny little story and graphical face
+ Average music (atleast it has some, old DOS didn't always had music at all)
+ Nice weapon and enemy variation
+ Nostalgic feel

Cons
- Levels are usually like a maze and you use a lot time to find all people that need to be rescued
- It can be quite cruel and frustrating for playing experience sometimes
- Old School games are not for everyone
. great unique puzzle game

deeper than it appears
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Its too few levels,i clear the game in 30 minutes
  Its not worth the money 2\/10. I really like that modding this game is very easy even though it has a lot of bugs. This is a great
recommendation for modding beginners because it allows you to change the temperature and the ground height in the save file.
It also allows you to create new game modes like cell to creature (Which i made) and that's pretty much it.. this game look  c o o
l 

but very actual  b a d 

want have good time?  d o n t b u y i t . Only If is a wonderfully surreal mind-f***. I can definitely say that I've never played a
game like it before. The game is sort of a "think outside (like, waaaay outside) the box" puzzle-based, trip down the rabbit hole
with a bizarre and disjointed narrative that plays out more like a dream/nightmare rather than a coherent story. Admittedly, the
game has its flaws - while many of the puzzles have a rational (albeit unorthodox) solution others are completely inane and seem
to be there just to frustrate the player, and there's one platforming part toward the end that is just obnoxious. Still, I did enjoy
the game overall and would recommend it to anyone who's looking for something weird and unique. The game is short and it's
free, so what have you got to lose?. complete waste of money.
requires internet to play...
but when my pc is connected to internet it still tells me it requires internet and wont let me in.
steam won't provide a refund, game developer wont provide refund.

very good game. just unplayable.. eternal , economic classic. This is a good RPG with interesting dialogues and believable
world.. Very nice puzzle game, with quite moody enviroment.

My mouse problem was easily solvable so ther goes that.

I highly recommend. booo this game sucks
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